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Executive Summary
Deliverable 5.1 documents the concept, development, test and demonstration of truck movement monitoring on
public roads with a continuous observation of route and driving direction. Roads and areas with driving restrictions
or high risk areas around vehicle are identified, the entrance into theses is recognized and may cause an alarm
depending on risk estimation including use of the eCall system.

Solution concept movement monitoring with critical area alarm
A solution concept movement monitoring with critical area alarm based on map information was developed and
implemented. The solution includes GNSS-based vehicle localization, positioning on map, map data access, a
horizon provider for illegal and POI’s. It concludes with a fuzzy logic risk evaluation method used for identification
of critical areas.
Test drive critical area risk evaluation
A test drive conducted to verify the fuzzy logic risk evaluation method for critical identification. An extract of the
results is provided here.
Demonstration Drive Vehicle Positioning with illegal path horizon
A demonstration drive with precise vehicle positioning and illegal path horizon was conducted and some examples
from the map are shown here.
Finally, it has been proven that movement monitoring with critical alarm works in vehicle on road.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Deliverable D5.1 Movement monitoring with critical area alarm/eCall documents the development and
demonstration of a truck movement monitoring system with critical identification and alarm
Chapter 2 describes the Solution Concept Movement Monitoring and Critical Area with steps GNSS-Localisation
Positioning, Map Access and Horizon Generation, Critical Area identification, risk estimation and alarm.
Chapter 3 provides a more detailed description of GNSS-based localization and movement monitoring with
positioning on navigation road map.
Chapter 4 Map Data Access with Horizon Generation describes map data on illegal and Points of Interest that are
used to identify critical areas.
Chapter 5 Critical Area Risk Evaluation describes the risk evaluation of illegal paths and Points of Interest using a
fuzzy logic risk evaluation method.
Chapter 6 Test Drive Critical Area Identification describes the verification of the concept and implementation of the
critical area risk evaluation.
Chapter 7 Illegal Path Demonstration on Road documents the demonstration drive on vehicle positioning and
movement monitoring with an illegal path horizon.
Chapter 7 Summary and Conclusions summarizes the achieved results on movement monitoring with critical area
identification and concludes with an outlook on autonomous emergency manoeuvring.
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Solution concept movement monitoring with critical area alarm

Movement monitoring with critical area alarm is a concept that uses map information to identify critical areas
around the vehicles actual position and in case of entering a critical area may cause an alarm. The concept does not
yet include automated vehicle control, which will be added with WP7 Autonomous Emergency Manoeuvring. The
purpose of movement monitoring is therefore to prepare for overtaking vehicle control from driver and to launch
an alarm using eCall in high risk situations. Examples of high risk situations such as wrong way driving will be
presented in following demonstrations.
The following picture illustrates the concept consisting of four steps:

Figure 1: Solution concept movement monitoring with critical area alarm
The first step to get reliable position coordinates on decimeter level is provided by the available Global Navigation
Satellites Systems (GNSS), which are the US-American Global Positioning System (GPS), the Russian Glonass, the
European Galileo and the Chinese Beidou. GNSS receivers mounted on or in the vehicle are used to obtain the
position coordinates. Additionally positioning services are available to improve position coordinate precision. At
locations where satellite signal cannot be received (tunnels, canyons) the vehicle movement can be observed by
inertial measurement units (IMU) or dead reckoning using the vehicles built-in movement sensors. In this way the
vehicle’s position can be calculated until GNSS position coordinates can be received.
The second step, detection of vehicle position on map assigns the vehicle’s position coordinates to a position on
the road map. In contrast to traditional map-matching, the vehicle is not positioned on the road that is nearby.
Instead, it is positioned either beside the road (off-road position) or in case of multi-lane roads on one of the road
lanes if the vehicle’s position coordinates are inside the calculated road lane borders.
The third step, the map-based electronic horizon assembles all map information around the vehicle position and
constructs a map preview with all possible on and off-road path. There is no calculation of a most probable path.
Instead, this there is a distinction between legal and illegal paths including an information on the kind of restriction.
The fourth step evaluates the risk of identified illegal paths and adds Points of Interest (POI) with high risk. These
together are the critical areas added to the horizon. In case of entering a critical area alarm a decision on an alarm,
including an eCall is made.
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Reliable GNSS-based vehicle positioning on map

3.1

GNSS-based Localisation and Movement Monitoring

Vehicle positioning and movement monitoring depends on reliable and precise position coordinates provided by
GNSS receivers, positioning or corrections services and Inertial Navigation System or the vehicles built-in movements sensors. The pictures below summarizes the evaluation results we have achieved within WP2 and WP 8.

[BC(1]

A number of Multi-GNSS receivers are available on the market as commercial products or prototypes under
development. Currently the achievable horizontal positioning accuracy is roughly between 1 and 2 meters. We have
used the ublox 8 on different test routes until January 2019 and proved this precision as shown in the picture above.
A clear weak point of this work was the use of the established 1 Hz GNSS receiver frequency which resulted in
position distances of up to 20 meters.
As of February 2019 new GNSS receivers have been evaluated and used also for movement monitoring. The GNSS
receiver frequency has been changed from 1 Hz to 5 Hz which resulted in a more precise vehicle movement
monitoring. For testing and demonstration, we have mostly used the Alberding A10 with a Trimble MB Two board
and LTE Module. The LTA Module allows the use of correction service SAPOS HEPS and the transmission of
alarms/eCalls.
3.2

Positioning on Navigation Road Map

The Navigation Data Standard (NDS) is a standardized physical storage format, which has been developed by NDS
Association, a registered society of car manufacturers, system suppliers and map suppliers (NDS e.V. 2012b). The
aim of NDS is to develop a standardized binary database format that allows the exchange of navigation data between different systems, and consequently to provide a leading worldwide map standard for automotive navigation
systems. NDS maps are provided by leading map suppliers and provide the most encompassing coverage of roads
in industrialized countries worldwide.
The Navigation Road Map we use is a commercial product of Here widely in use for automotive navigation systems
It is also used for an increasing number Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS). For demonstrations, we use
the map display of Here ADASRP.
Public Deliverable
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The road map provides information about the road network and the environment. The vehicle position coordinates
are used to position a vehicle on the road map. More precisely to position the vehicle on a road, a road lane or a
location outside a road. The road map used here is a Here navigation map enhanced with ADAS data in NDS format.
The picture below shows a vehicle’s off-road position (yellow flower icon) with the GNSS position coordinates.

Figure 2: Vehicle off-road position on navigation road map (Here ADASRP)
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Map Data Access with Horizon Generation
TransSec Use Cases

The map information to be provided by map data access and horizon generation is derived from TransSec objectives
and assigned use cases. They are now used to derive critical areas and shown in the figures below.

Figure 3: TransSec Use Cases
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From these fourteen use cases, twelve are related with a specific kind of location which we can also consider as
critical areas with an increased risk of severe damages caused by misused vehicles. Solely use cases Cyber Attack
and Dangerous Goods Transport are not location related. The NDS map data we use can provide to kinds of
information we can use for critical area identification. These are illegal paths and Points of Interest (POI).
4.2

Illegal Path

Illegal path can be any kind of roads with access restrictions or restricted driving direction. In this sense, the term
road is also used for a pedestrian walkway with access only for pedestrians. The following picture gives an overview
on the illegal paths we can find in the NDS map database.

Figure 4: Illegal path information from Here NDS Map Database
For access restrictions the most important NDS attribute is called RoadAccess or Access flags. It is a bit-coded data
file from which resulting access restrictions can be derived. Additional attributes provide restrictions on the vehicles
size or weight and the kind of (dangerous) goods that are allowed on a road.
The allowed driving direction is an attribute assigned to all road links starting and ending at intersections.

Figure 5: Identification of illegal path from NDS map data
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Horizon Provider

The electronic horizon extracts data from the road map and builds up a map preview for the vehicle’s actual position
and expected moving direction. Electronic horizon providers used for testing and demonstration were two Here
products ADASRP and MPERA. The MPERA Map Access and Horizon Provider was extended to provide road access
and POI data for illegal path identification and legal path with critical POI. An example of an illegal path horizon is
shown in figure below.

Figure 6: Vehicle position on map with illegal path horizon (Here ADASRP)
4.4

Point of Interest (POI)

As stated in Navigation Data Standard, Points of Interest (POI) specify point locations that are useful or interesting,
generally it is understood as a service for a defined location, giving additional information that helps a user to decide
if this destination is of interest (NDS e.V. 2012b). Typical applications where POI plays its role include map display
(e.g., city center and train station), map information searching (e.g., restaurant and the opening hours), tour
guidance (e.g., speed warnings along a road), and route calculation where a POI will serve as a starting point or
destination by providing location information.
For a NDS map database, we can get the standard category ID for each POI from the corresponding data table.
There are in total 18 super categories and 89 leaf categories predefined by the NDS Physical Model (NDS e.V. 2012c).
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5 Critical Area Risk Evaluation
5.1

Risk Evaluation of Illegal Paths

In tendency, most illegal paths are critical areas the included risk may however differ. Therefore, an additional
evaluation is conducted for each identified illegal path.

Figure 7: Criteria for illegal path type ordering
5.2

POI as critical areas

Besides illegal paths, there can be critical areas on legal paths that can be identified from POI information. The type
of critical areas derived from POI categories partly overlaps with the TransSec Use Cases and includes however
additional critical areas. The relationship between both is shown in the table below.
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Figure 8: Critical driving areas and TransSec Use Cases
5.3

POI risk evaluation

To identify critical areas on legal path from POI information a risk evaluation is conducted with fuzzy logic.
We refer to the method without further detailing it here [Li, Yu 2019].

Figure 9: Critical area POI on legal path
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Figure 10: Fuzzy logic based critical driving area identification
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6 Test Drive Critical Area Identification
To verify the concept and implementation of critical area identification using a fuzzy logic risk estimation a test
drive has been conducted on the test route Stuttgart East/Esslingen. The result of this test drive has been analyzed
and an extract is described here.

Figure 11: Test route Stuttgart East/Esslingen
Equipment used for test drive:

Mercedes-Benz Atego
Trimble BX982, 1 Hz, Centerpoint RTX,
Here NDS Map
Here MPERA Horizon Provider

Horizon Provider MPERA was extended with Road Access and POI Attributes and used the following configuration:
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Figure 12: MPERA Configuration
It should be noted that the following results are acquired through post-processing. This means the truck position is
fed into the MPERA software in a time-wise manner, and the simulation frequency is configured as 400 ms/epoch.

Figure 13: Overview Illegal Path Identification on test route

Figure 14: Illegal path bus lane Bus Station Untertürkheim
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Figure 15: Identification of POI Critical Areas

Figure 16: Critical Area Pedestrian Zone
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7 Illegal Path Demonstration on Road
The purpose of the demonstration drive is to show the precise and reliable vehicle positioning, the identification of
illegal path and the creation of an illegal path horizon. This is shown online while driving in public road traffic. For
the demonstration drive the GNSS receiver Alberding A10 with 5 Hz frequency was used together with positioning
service SAPOS HEPS for vehicle positioning and movement monitoring. Here ADASRP was used for vehicle
positioning on map, the illegal path identification and the illegal path horizon are shown on map display.

Figure 17: Demo Drive Illegal Path Horizon

Figure 18: Illegal path horizon with access restrictions bus station Untertürkheim
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Figure 19: Illegal path horizon with truck access restrictions Untertürkheim

Figure 20: Illegal path horizon with truck access restrictions Esslingen City
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8 Summary and Conclusions
Deliverable 5.1 documents the concept, development, test and demonstration of truck movement monitoring on
public roads with a continuous observation of route and driving direction. Roads and areas with driving restrictions
or high risk areas around vehicle are identified, the entrance into theses is recognized and may cause an alarm
depending on risk estimation.
A solution concept movement monitoring with critical area alarm based on map information was developed and
implemented. The solution includes GNSS-based vehicle localization, positioning on map, map data access, a
horizon provider for illegal paths and POI’s. It concludes with a fuzzy logic risk evaluation method used for an
identification of critical areas.
A test drive was conducted to verify the fuzzy logic risk evaluation method for critical identification. An extract of
the results are provided.
A demonstration drive with precise vehicle positioning and illegal path horizon was conducted and some examples
from the map are shown here.
Finally, it has been proven that movement monitoring with critical alarms works in vehicle on road.
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ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS
Abbreviation

Description

ADASIS

Advanced Driver Assistance System Interface Specification

ADASRP

Advanced Driver Assistance System Research Platform

eCall

Emergency Call

GNSS

Global Navigation Satellite System

GSA

Global Navigation Satellite System Agency

HEPS

Hochpräziser Echtzeit Positionierungs Service

IMU

Inertial Measurement Unit

INS

Inertial Navigation System

MPERA

Map Position Engine Reference Application

NDS

Navigation Data Standard

PPP

Precise Point Positioning

SAPOS

Satellitenpositionierungsservice

VPS

Vehicle Positioning System
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